SOMETHING
FOR SATURDAY

Ideas for How to Take a Break without
Technology While Keeping Social Distance
Fun at Home
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Playing with Other Kids in the Neighborhood 02
Family Nights - Without a Screen

03

Dream Vacation
Fun at Home
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While we won't be taking the vacations we may have planned this summer, it
doesn't mean you can't dream a little, right? If you could go ANYWHERE,
where would it be? How long would you stay there? What sites do you want
to see? For how many people do you need plane tickets and hotel rooms? Set
yourself a budget, and see if you can stick to it! ... BUT REMEMBER: no
Google. Find a paper atlas, encyclopedia, or magazines - anything that
doesn't require a screen. It means you'll have to estimate on prices, but it's
a dream vacation - have fun!

Neighborhood Talent Show
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Playing with Other Kids in
the Neighborhood

This one is as simple as it sounds - round up your neighborhood friends
and get your special talent ready to show off! Everyone can stay safely
distanced as you dazzle them with your juggling act, dance routine, or
poetry recitation. Get creative and enjoy learning more about your
neighborhood talents.

2020 Time Capsule
Family Nights
- Without a Screen
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We can all agree - these are STRANGE times. There's nothing comprable to
watching the WORLD shut down at the threat of a disease. While you may
feel anxious to get back to normality, or you may hope for precautions to
be more stringent, we are all in uncharted territory. Generations in the
future will wonder - what was it like? What did you all do? What sort of
things did you miss or give up? Were you scared? frustrated? bored?

Have each member write their experience of these last few months,
describing whatever aspects of it all have been most impactful for them.
Then, find other items or papers you might want to include to give your
future readers a sense of daily life in 2020.

Lastly, find a sturdy container - whether a large tin (like for popcorn or
Christmas cookies), a box, or durable bag. Seal it tightly and find your
desired hiding spot. This could be the attic,

That's all for
this week.
Come back
next Sat. for
more ideas of
things to do
with family
or friends
while social
distancing.
- Denelle

buried in the backyard, or even just under your
bed! Whatever you do, DON'T forget to label it with
the date to open it - 5 years? 10 years? 50?

